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-

The Air Land Sea Application Center (ALSA), located on Langley AFB, is a multiService (Joint) organization which produces Multi-Service Tactics Techniques and
Procedures (MTTP)

-

ALSA mission: Rapidly and responsively develop multi-service tactics, techniques
and procedures, studies, and other like solutions across the entire military spectrum
to meet the immediate needs of the warfighter

-

ALSA is chartered by the Services and an MOA provides guidance on Service
responsibilities and defines ALSAs actions as an organization

-

As outlined in the MOA, ALSA is governed by a Joint Actions Steering Committee
with GO/FO/SES representatives from the Service’s doctrine centers

-

ALSAs budget is provided by the Services

-

The MTTP provide tactical-level solutions to multi-Service interoperability issues
consistent with Joint and Service doctrine
o ALSA MTTP referenced in 30 of 78 Joint Publications
o ALSA publishes 33 of 151 (22%) of US Army Unclassified multi-Service ATP
(FMs). ALSA is also responsible for 36 of 53 (68%) Air Force TTP, 33 of 180
(18%) Navy TTP, and 27 of 154 (18%) Marine Corp Reference Publications
o Several of ALSAs better known MTTP include JFIRE, Survival, Cordon and
Search, and Tactical Convoy Operations

-

ALSA staff consists of 22 personnel: 17 Military (7x Army, 8x Air Force, 1x USMC,
1x Navy) filling JDAL billets, and 5 Civilian support and publishing staff

-

ALSA current working MTTP library consists of 36 publications of which three are
new MTTP (Integrated Monetary Shaping Operations (IMSO), Engagement Teams
(ET), and Biometrics)

-

ALSAs MTTP are revised every three years with a third of the ALSA library under
revision each year

-

MTTP are developed leveraging Service SMEs who convene at the ALSA facility for
joint working groups
o ALSAs action officers facilitate the joint working groups and are responsible
for shepherding an MTTP through its one-year long MTTP revision cycle

